TIREE COMMUNITY COUNCIL
WILD SEAWEED HARVESTING: SCOPING REPORT
We welcome this opportunity to respond to this request for a Scoping Opinion on 'Wild Seaweed Harvesting'.
1. On a matter of process, although "relevant community councils" are identified as "key stakeholders" (page 55),
Tiree Community Council (TCC) was only alerted to this report by a third party on 22 August, two working days before
the final submission date for responses to Marine Scotland. We were left to negotiate an extension until 15
September. Since the waters around Tiree have been identified as having the some of the most extensive kelp beds on
the west coast of Scotland (see section 2.4, and alternative marine licence proposal, page 83); since Tiree has a
particularly fragile shoreline; and since creel fishing and tourism (with an emphasis on watersports and, increasingly,
sea life) are so fundamental to the island's economy, TCC submits that the council should be identified as a key
stakeholder in its own right if this project is allowed to continue.
2. It is our view that 'harvesting' is a misleading description, implying a cycle of algal cultivation and farming. In reality,
this proposal is nothing more than seaweed extraction, trawling the kelp beds around Tiree using the Norwegian
method of Taretråling with a rake-type dredge. TCC believes that the effect of swell on the ability of the trawl to
operate "approximately 0.5 m above the rock substrate" at all times (page 4) in the unprotected waters around Tiree
should not be accepted at face value. Studies of the environmental effects of kelp harvesting from other, more
sheltered, coastlines must not be 'read across' into the Tiree context without due caution.
3. Creel fishing is a fundamental primary industry on Tiree. In 2014, seven vessels brought home a catch valued at
£450,000. The Tiree Community Development Trust recently began a £1.2 million investment in harbour infrastructure
at Milton. The rich biosystems sustained by the kelp beds are fundamental to the regeneration of fish stocks, and
trawling around the island is likely to adversely affect this. TCC believes that the effect of kelp trawling on Tiree's
fishing industry should be examined in detail.
4. Low-lying Tiree has proportionately more machair (one third of the island's area) than any other island. Erosion of
its numerous shell-sand beaches is already a matter of concern and subject to monitoring by Argyll and Bute Council.
The Tiree shoreline, particularly its western aspect, has a Wave Exposure Index of 4.3-4.2 (page 86), and a Wave Draft
Plan Option sits to the west of the island (page 120). Although "physical processes" are "scoped in" (page 19), the loss
of a proportion of the energy-absorbing kelp beds around Tiree has a particular relevance to much of the island's
coastline. TCC believes that the risk of increasing beach erosion on Tiree needs to be the focus of particular
attention.
5. Tourism is a growing primary industry on Tiree, with an estimated 26,000 visitors in 2015. The numerous unspoilt
beaches are a key resource; watersports and, more recently, sea life tourism have given Tiree an international
reputation. Kelp trawling seems likely to adversely affect this sector, and any Environmental Report must investigate
the effect of kelp trawling on Tiree visitor numbers in detail. "Airborne noise and vibration" have been "scoped out"
(page 52). As the proposal for dredgers to come within 50 m of the shore, TCC believes airborne noise and vibration
must be scoped in. "Landscape and viewscape" have also been scoped out" (page 52). TCC believes that the discharge
of large, locally concentrated volumes of discarded holdfasts and stipes, which would wash ashore, could lead to the
periodic degradation of the island's beach assets. TCC is of the view that landscape and viewscape must also be

scoped in. The Tiree and Coll MPA was designated because of the high numbers of wintering great northern divers
and eider duck. The latter depend heavily on shore crab that shelter in kelp. Tiree's rich bird life attracts many people
to the island, and kelp extraction is likely to put many bird populations under threat.
6. Beach cast kelp is still an important resource as a top dressing for many Tiree crofters. The possible reduction in
this resource must be scoped in to the Environmental Report.
7. TCC understands how the prospect of a kelp extraction industry might be attractive to the Scottish Government,
Highland Council, and development agencies. The report raises the prospect of "many other jobs in local communities
supported by this investment" (page 3). There is absolutely no indication of any economic benefit to Tiree in this
report. At the same time, the island would be asked to absorb considerable environmental cost and risk. TCC believes
that the "socio-economic effects" of kelp trawling on Tiree needs to be scoped in.
Conclusion
After discussions with some of the Tiree fishermen, and after kelp trawling was an agenda item at our September
public meeting, TCC regards this proposal with great concern. There is a substantial risk that trawling the kelp beds
around Tiree will affect local fishery landings, increase erosion, and degrade the island's beach and ocean
environment on which much of our economy depends.
Very little is known about the kelp beds around Tiree, and we support other groups, for example SNH, in demanding a
precautionary approach with more research on the kelp beds of Scotland, and a small-scale trial over at least five
years in an area agreed with relevant stakeholders, before this new extractive industry is allowed to develop
further on the west coast of Scotland.
In fact, our analysis is that the waters around Tiree should be entirely excluded from this proposal.

Dr John Holliday, Convenor, Tiree Community Council

11 September 2018

App A : Analaysis of MBL's Scoping Request
1.1 Project Background
Please identify the funding partners. HIE was an invester (£5m) in MBL's s aborted plans for a similar processing plant in
S,Uist. Is there any commercial relationship with with FMC (DuPONT ) the major seaweed extractor in Norway ( 150180000mt pa) whose Scottish operation is in Girvan ?? Is MBL a trojan horse for overseas investors?
'Specially designed harvesting vsls' . This is not the case . With the exception of this FMC kelp trawler , Norwegian
kelp trawlers are conventional work boats.

The only specifically designed kelp trawler in operation is FMC's kelp trawler(above). FMC has an option on 3 similar kelp
trawler newbuildings from Hellesøy Verft .
Nutrimar AS, a subsidiary of Kverva , an investment company focusing on the marine sector, has two kelp trawlers on
order for dely 1Q2019 from Fosen Yards
http://skipsfarts-forum.net/index.php?threads/nutrimar-as-bygg-nr-278-279-ved-fosen-yards-machotrawl-15-tbn.636/

The proposed Norwegian technology, as described in this scoping request, cannot maintain a kelp trawl trawl @ 0.5m
There is no evidence that the required technology is fitted in these Norwegian vessels..
Single plant processing contradicts HIE's report (May2018) on sea weed harvesting and it being a diversification
opportunity for fishermen. It negates any wider economic benefit.
1.2 Scoping Methods:
MS-Lot was was negligent in its distribution of this Scoping request thereby compromising key stakeholder input.

2

Project Description and Need
2.1
Project rationale : The development programme makes no sense . Kelp trawling hardware ie
trawlers are available in the spot market. Lead-time to deliver newbuilding kelp trawlers is max 2 years .
Building the processing plant max 2 years. So why this gradualist approach?. A detailed project plan, up to
production, has to be scoped -in .

Employment Creation:- HIE 's Report “ Wild Seaweed Harvesting as a
Diversification Opportunity for Fishermen' (May2018 ) The last para contradicts this scoping requests
assertion ' opportunities for local fishing vessels'. A detailed analysis of the potential for local
employment has to be scoped-in
2.2.1
Harvesting vsls . Needs to be more specific re kelp trawlers vessel's trawling methodology
/kelp transfer etc .The report refers to two vessels but elsewhere refers to three (4.3.2) . GPS has
nothing to do with positioning and maintaining the rake @ 0.5m. To do so requires the
application of sonar depth control technology similar to bottom trawling (below) ,and DPS( dynamic
positioning).

https://www.simrad.com/www/01/NOKBG0397.nsf/AllWeb/C69B7378FDC38854C12573F600292CB1/$file/340165aa_iti_data_sheet_english.pdf

2.2.2
Harvesting equipment . Images from Norway contradicts the developers image . Reference
to 'bounce' (p6) confirms there is no control of the rake head . Hence TCC's demand for a small
scale trial.
2.2.5
Disposal of holdfast. This is naive presentation. Where is this conducted? .There is no
evidence that it is conducted at sea on the kelp trawlers . If offshore Tiree, it will add to the current kelp
on Tiree beaches following storms. From such storms ,dumped kelp 'walls' 4-6 ft high are common . The
leaching of seaweed, left above the HW mark, stains beach sand for a considerable period. The water
quality, as any water-sports enthusiast will confirm is seriously impacted, with the presence of 'black
spores', in suspension for several days. These 'black spores 'are similar to those in a congested soakaway-pit from a septic tank.
.
2.2.4
Consideration of alternatives:: References to Tiree make no reference to the extent of Tiree
exclusion zones which MBL agrees in their scoping request not to 'harvest in 2.5 Project Mitigation
Measures .Tiree's pSPA status has to be scoped-in to any consideration of this alternative .
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Legislative Framework and Requirement for Environmental Report
3.3 EIA :Stakeholder Consultation . See intro. Abysmal to date. Requires to be formally addressed
3.4 Appropriate Assessment for Habitats Regulations Appraisal : No reference Tiree p Spa status
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3.5 Protected Habitats and Species . Note one of the 3 primary reasons for SPR to drop the
development of the Tiree-Argyll Array was basking sharks . No reference is made to SPR's report , now with
the Crown Estates Library

Assessment Issues
4.1

Key issues to be considered:
material. This must be assessed

* Disposal of holdfasts : Not ' may ' but 'will' increase beach cast

4.2

Physical processes
4.2.1
Description of the existing environment : This para sustains the case for excluding Tiree
from the proposed harvest area. The developer must be required to sustain the case that Tiree is to be
retained in the proposed harvesting area. This has to be scoped -in
4.2.2
Main assessment issues. The three bullet points are Tiree-specific . A Tiree-specific survey
needs to be scoped in to assess these impacts.
4.2.3
Further work required for Environmental Report . A Tiree–specific assessment is required
to be scoped in . The prime facie evidence from this Scoping Request indicates thet 'potential concerns'
will be 'identified' to exclude Tiree from any proposed harvesting area(s).

4.3

Water and sediment quality
4.3.2
Main assessment issues : Disposal of holds fast will be a major issue for Tiree's beaches and
requires further assessment . This para makes reference to three vessels , whereas 2.2.1 refers to two
vessels . For sake of clarity will be there be 2 harvesting vsls plus a 3 rd vessel which will be a
sophisticated transport vessel? But the latter in 2.2.1 is referred to in the plural. The developer must
clarify the number of vessels to be deployed.
Such a modus operandi indicates ship-to-ship transhipment.

This requires further examination as to its feasibility and location ,and may may require a separate MS
Licence .
Tiree-specific effects of water quality due to hold fast diisposal have to be scoped-in.

4.4

Nature conservation and ecology
4.4.1
Fish and shellfish . The presence of basking sharks was one of the 3 primary reasons for
SPR to drop the Tiree-Argyll Array . MBL must be required to analyse SPR's findings and their impact on
their harvesting proposal. Such a report must be scoped -in
4.4.2
Ornithology . Tiree is designated pSPA. MBL must be required to analyse Tiree's pSPA and its
relevance to their harvesting proposal Such a Tiree-specific analysis must be scoped -in.
4.4.3

Further work required for Environmental Report. Repeat 3.5 re SPR basking shark report

4.5

Commercial and recreational fisheries

4.5.1
Description of the existing environment; Nephrops entanglement . Speculative and can only
be 'assessed' following further discussion .This scoping request implies such discussion will confirm the
developer's speculation. Such assessment must be scoped-in.
Further work required for Environmental Report : A Stakeholder Consultation along with
Tiree Fishermen must be scoped-in

4.5.3

Commercial and recreational navigation

4.6

4.6.1
Description of the existing environment. Ten moorings for visiting boats are in place in
Gott Bay . These have been financed by Tiree's own resources
4.6.2
Main Assessment issues As ship-to- ship trans-shipments are the proposed modus operandi
and may take place in deeper a/o more sheltered waters then this modus operandi must be considered
an impact pathway and be scoped-in for further assessment

Marine archaeology and culture heritage

4.7

4.7.1

Description of the existing environment
Bizarrely there is no assessment of Cultural Heritage :- Crofting is a fundamental pillar to the
socio economic fabric of Tiree . Beach cast kelp is widely applied .
Main assessment issues . The kelp rake-head cannot be maintained at
0.5m without sophisticated sonar depth control technology .This scoping request make no mention
of such technology . The merits of its application to the impact pathways itemised on this para has to
be scoped -in for further assessment

4.7.2

Coast protection and flood defence

4.8
4.8.1

Description of the existing environment; The absence of any reference to Tiree's
natural beaches is a stark omission . This raises a significant doubt as to the quality of this
scoping request.

4.8.2

Main assessment issues . A Tiree –specific assessment of increased flooding and
damage /erosion due to increased wave height / exposure particularly during storms must be
scoped -in for further assessment.

4.11

Human Health

4.11.2

Main Assessment issues . The HIE report Wild Seaweed Harvesting as a
Diversification Opportunity for Fishermen' (May2018 ) contradicts the assertions
stated in this scoping request . A micro study of sociology – economic impacts must be scoped-in.
It has to be a joint study with impacted key stakeholders. MBL commitment to in depth -engagement
with local communities has to be questioned. There has been none to date .

References:
HIE :Wild Seaweed Harvesting as a Diversification Opportunity for Fishermen' (May2018 )
MS -BASKING SHARK (CETORHINUS MAXIMUS) LITERATURE REVIEW, CURRENT RESEARCH AND NEW
RESEARCH IDEAS

